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Observational Similarities 
Effective temperatures ~ 2500 - 4000 K
RSG + AGB stellar pulsation
High mass loss rates ~ 10-7 to 10-4 M⊙yr-1
Compact stellar core + extended envelope
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Why?
• Role in stellar evolution
• Shaping of AGB stars to Planetary Nebulae
• RSG -> Supernova
• Chemical evolution of galaxies
• Understanding the mass loss process
• Contribution to the light of stellar populations
• Effect of metallicity
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A montage of images of planetary nebulae made with the Hubble Space Telescope.  These illustrate
the various ways in which dying stars eject their outer layers as highly structured nebulae.    Credits:
Bruce Balick, Howard Bond, R. Sahai, their collaborators, and NASA.
Planetary 
Nebula Shaping
Gawryszczak et al. 2002
Companion vs. 
Magnetic Field?
Matt,  Frank & Blackman 
2006
Masers in Evolved Stars
Plus thermal pulses for some AGB stars
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Masers, Dust and Dynamics
43 GHz VLA: Reid & Menten 1997, 2007
• Radio photospheres about twice the 
diameter of line-free IR diameters
• Similar to IR diameters in bands 
containing strong molecular opacity 
• i.e. radio photosphere and IR 
molecular layer co-extensive
• Can display significant asymmetry - 
non-radial pulsation, rotation/
magnetic effects/surface features?
• Limit shock velocities to ~5 km/s
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Masers map out the CSE:
•Physical Conditions
•Dynamics (3D velocities)
•Magnetic field
•Asymmetry/inhomogeneity/clumpin ss
Not to sc le!
SiO masers < 5 R* 
Compact, high brightness 
temperature tracers of the 
extended dynamical atmosphere
Rings of features at ~2 - 4 R*
Proper motions give 3D 
velocities
Use to derive B-field, physical 
conditions (T~1500 K; n(H2)~ 
109 cm-3) 
Throughout the ALMA Bands
TX Cam
43 GHz, VLBA, Yi et al, ~1mas resolution
Gonidakis et al. 2013; VLBA 43 GHz
TX Cam: ~2 stellar cycles
TX Cam
Isolated Mira Variable
Mass: 1 - 1.5 Msun
Mass Loss Rate: 10-6 Msun/yr
Distance: 390 pc
Period: 557 days
Imaged at 2-4 week intervals
85 epochs obtained
Gonidakis et al. 2013; VLBA 43 GHz
3D Component Kinematics
Outflow and infall detected, 
complex non-radial motions
Shock velocity ~7 km/s, 
broadly consistent with radio 
photosphere constraints
Evidence for bipolar outflow
Proposed shock fronts
Gonidakis et al. 2013; VLBA 43 GHz
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What is this
persistent structure?
2 AU across
Bipolar 
outflow
axis
Diamond et al. (2001)
SiO Maser Polarization Movie
Kemball et al. (2009, VLBA)
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Application of a magnetic field breaks degeneracy of the 
2J + 1 substates
Spectral lines are split, with an energy shift of 
ΔE = gμBmJ
General Zeeman Effect
What is observed depends on observation direction
⟂ to B field
π component linearly 
polarised
parallel to field
σ components linearly 
polarised
perpendicular to field
???to B field
no π component 
σ components 
circularly polarised
General Zeeman Effect
Maser Species
e.g. SiO, H2O and OH
HO
Aufbau principle
OH radical (neutral)
Unpaired electron
Paramagnetic 
Bohr Magneton μB
H H
O
O
H2O and SiO
Closed Shells
Non-paramagnetic 
Nuclear Magneton μN
Si
No. of electrons from Periodic Table
Orbital filling from Aufbau
μB (OH) ~ 1000 μN (SiO and H2O) 
Maser Stimulated Emission 
R = maser stimulated emission rate
Γ = decay rate from levels
R / Γ = degree of saturation
Humphreys et al. (2001)
Masers and the Zeeman Effect
• Maser theory depends on whether 
Zeeman splitting is larger than the 
maser line width 
• Large splitting case (OH masers)
• B field strength from separation 
of Zeeman pairs
• Linear polarisation: 
• σ components 
(perpendicular to B field) 
• π component (parallel to 
B field)
Masers and the Zeeman Effect
• Small splitting case (SiO and H2O masers)
• Zeeman splitting < maser linewidth
• B ∝ fractional circular polarization  (e.g. usage in Herpin et al. 
2006, Vlemmings et al. 2017)  
• But small splitting case is complex, see theory papers, 
important quantities are also:
• angle between B field and l-o-s (maser propagation direction) θ
• maser stimulated emission rate R versus Zeeman frequency gΩ
• degree of maser saturation R / Γ
Seminal work: Goldreich, Keely and Kwan (1973)
Average l-o-s magnetic field strength
Masers and the Zeeman Effect
• Small splitting case (SiO and H2O masers)
• Zeeman splitting < maser linewidth
• Linear polarisation fraction dependent on angle 
between B field and the l-o-s, degree of maser 
saturation 
• Either parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field direction on 
the sky depending on θ
• parallel if θ < 55 degrees
• perpendicular if θ > 55 degrees
π/2 “flip” is observed 
e.g.  Vlemmings et al. (2006), Kemball et al. (2011),  Assaf et al. (2013), 
Tobin & Kemball in prep
Important validation of maser polarization theory
R Cas
TX Cam
single maser feature
Some Issues
• Non-Zeeman mechanisms for generating 
linear and circular polarisation
• Anisotropic pumping (Watson 2009)
• Anisotropic resonant scattering 
(Asensio Ramos et al. 2005; Houde 
2014)
• Internal Faraday rotation along maser
• Velocity gradients along maser can lead to 
underestimation of B field
SiO Maser Polarization
43 GHz, v=1 J=1-0
• SiO maser rings 
with largely 
tangential linear 
polarisation
• Ordered magnetic 
fields of a few 
Gauss in AGB stars
• Non-Zeeman 
interpretation, 
much weaker fields Kemball et al. (2011)
SiO Maser Polarization
(86 GHz; v=1 J=2-1; Herpin et al. 2006)
• Single-dish study of  >50 AGB stars IRAM 30-m
• Zeeman interpretation of polarisation
• Averaged B field is between 0 and 20 Gauss
• 3.5 Gauss mean value
• 1/r law through circumstellar envelope
SiO Maser Polarization
(86 GHz; v=1 J=2-1; Herpin et al. 2006)
SiO Maser Polarization
215 GHz, v=1 J=5-4
Vlemmings, Humphreys, Franco-Hernandez (2011)
VX Sgr: SiO maser linear polarization, H2O and OH maser
consistent with large-scale dipole field (Vlemmings et al. 2005)
SMA
ALMA Band 5: SiO masers 
SiO Maser 
Polarization
Zeeman 
interpretation:
1 - 3 Gauss
Dynamically
important
B-field
Science Verification Observations
Vlemmings, Khouri, Marti-Vidal, Tafoya, Baudry, Etoka, Humphreys,
Jones, Kemball, O’Gorman, Perez-Sanchez & Richards (2017)
172 GHz, v=1 J=4-3
Water masers
Linear polarisation rare and weak (< 2 %)
Circular polarisation 0.3 to 20%
Vlemmings et al. 200522 GHz VLBA
B fields ~
few
hundreds
mG
Many Submm Water Masers
Humphreys 2007
Richards, Impellizzeri, Humphreys 
et al. (2014)
Masers at 321, 325 and 658 GHz
ALMA Submm Water Masers
Predictions for submm pol.
in Perez-Sanchez & Vlemmings (2013)
APEX Band 5: 183 GHz Water and 
SiO Masers
Humphreys, Immer, Gray et al. (2017)
Towards all objects the 183 GHz line > 100 Jy
Always appears maser in nature
Always stronger than SiO lines towards same target
Linear Polarization
183 GHz water maser at
few percent level
APEX Band 9 Masers
Baudry, Humphreys, Herpin et al., A&A accepted
658 GHz
OH masers
NML Cyg 1612 MHz - Etoka & Diamond (2004)
B field ~ few mG
for
multiple
stars
Magnetic fields from masers
r-1: toroidal *
r-2: solar type field *
r-3: dipole field
Leal-Ferreira et al. 2013
For discussion of B fields 
in C-rich stars see
Duthu et al. (2017)
Leal-Ferreira et al. 2013
Masers
Optical spectropolarimetry 
AGB Magnetic Fields
•Single stars: internal dynamo 
(Blackman et al. 2001) or interaction with 
circumstellar disk
•Binary/planet companion: common envelope 
dynamo (Nordhaus et al. 2006)
Matt, Frank & Blackman 2006
2-3 Gauss, Lebre et al. 2014
Optical 370-1050nm
Chi Cyg
Solar-type surface 
magnetic activity?
ALMA Long Baseline Observations Mira AB
Vlemmings, Ramstedt, O’Gorman, Humphreys,
Wittkowki, Baudry & Karovska (2015)
Band 6
Stellar disk
subtracted
Stellar disk +
hotspot subtracted
Hotspot Tb=10000 K
~0.4 AU, likely due
to magnetic activity
Summary
• SiO masers and optical polarimetry indicate large 
(near)-surface B Fields for evolved stars
• Can be dynamically significant 
• SiO, H2O and OH masers indicate magnetic 
fields throughout the circumstellar envelope
• Field morphology not definitively 
determined
• Origin of the field remains to be understood
